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Chair’s
Report

How can children thrive in anything but
a safe and supportive environment? CMM
is committed to doing its utmost as an
advocate and service provider for these
children.

CMM’s ability to keep services running
throughout the pandemic stands out as
a significant highlight in a difficult year.
Yet again, we’ve faced huge challenges.
However, our staff have responded to
ensure care and services were delivered
with dignity and compassion throughout
the organization.

The range of services we continue to
offer from the very young at Aratupu
Preschool & Whānau Hub, our community
development workers, our social workers,
and our care and service staff who
keep WesleyCare operating, are all part
of what makes up CMM’s impressive
service in Christchurch, the West Coast,
Blenheim and Nelson. Our Board thanks
all staff members for your service and
commitment. You all carry the flag for the
values of the Methodist Mission.

We are proud of our continued work to
house individuals and whānau who find
themselves as victims of New Zealand’s
housing crisis. Our growing housing
portfolio is helping CMM address this
issue, albeit in a small way. CMM continues
to stand as a leader in the community
housing sector. In July we were pleased to
add 14 new houses to our social housing
portfolio. This brought the number
of permanent homes in Christchurch
administered by CMM to 112.
I’m saddened by the growing number of
children living in motels. In Christchurch
alone, nearly 400 children call these places
of temporary accommodation home. It’s
a sorry situation that’s getting desperately
worse. We must hold these tamariki in the
palm of our hands as we consider where
we prioritize our resources as a nation.

As I look at the CMM budget for the
coming year, I am pleased to see funding
to continue for all core areas of work. CMM
will keep working with the people who
need us most, offering long-term solutions
rather than quick-fix suggestions.
Advocacy is one of the values which drives
us all as a Board and an organization.
CMM is a voice for the voiceless and an
advocate against injustice. The leadership
our Executive Director, Jill Hawkey, brings
to social justice debates affirms her
mana in this field, not only in our city but
throughout New Zealand. I thank Jill for
her magnificent servant leadership.
I extend my thanks to my fellow Board
members who continue as volunteers
to oversee this organization. The skills
and values you devote to the Mission are
laudable.
To all our supporters from parishes and
individual donors, philanthropic trusts and
government departments our deepest
thanks. CMM’s work would not be possible
without your commitment to building a
better world.
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Board Chair Pam Sharpe

Executive
Director’s
Report
He moana pukepuke e ekengia e te waka
A choppy sea can be navigated by a waka
Covid-19 impacted significantly on
Christchurch Methodist Mission’s (CMM’s)
services this year, encouraging us to put
into practice one of the ‘approaches’
outlined in our Strategic Plan- ‘be flexible,
explore and implement innovative and
creative responses to challenges and
issues’. The WesleyCare staff epitomized
this as they worked hard to keep the 108
residents of the hospital and home safe,
often working extra shifts to cover staff
isolating and supporting residents to stay
in contact with their whānau and friends
during lockdowns.
Across the rest of the organisation, staff
found innovative ways to respond to
community need; families who were
struggling were supported through zoom
calls, food parcels were dropped off to
those who were isolating and vaccination
clinics were established for those who are
homeless.
Despite these uncertain times, new
services were established; Youth
Supported Accommodation for young
people leaving Oranga Tamariki care,
Kahu Matarau, an intensive intervention
programme for whānau who are
struggling in the east of Christchurch
and a Savings Incentive Scheme is
being piloted by our Financial Capability
mentors. Other Government funding

contracts were renewed;
the Mana Ake programme
which promotes mental
wellbeing in primary and
intermediate schools
and various housing
programmes that we
provide in Canterbury,
Marlborough, Nelson and
the West Coast.
As we emerge post-lockdowns, it is
exciting to see new initiatives emerge. A
particular community highlight is the new
Village Voice fortnightly newsletter that
has been created by residents of Wesley
Village and Whare Tiaki and promotes
the many different activities that they are
organizing themselves in the Village.
Our commitment to Te Tiriti o Waitangi
and working together as Māori and Tauiwi
to serve our communities continues. As
we celebrated Matariki as a nation, teams
across the organisation increased their
own knowledge and shared celebrations
with clients, tenants and the wider
community. A group of ‘champions’ has
also been established from the staff to
promote te reo and tikanga Māori across
the organisation.
CMM is fortunate to have an extremely
competent and commited staff team,
a skilled and supportive Board and
hundreds of supporters who enable us
to be flexible and creative in meeting
emerging challenges. Thank you to
everyone who has contibuted their
knowledge and skills over the past year as
we have sucessfully navigated the choppy
waters.

Executive Director Jill Hawkey
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Aratupu
Aratupu Preschool & Whānau Hub has
strong connections to a number of
people and organisations outside the
service whose generosity makes life a
little easier for Aratupu whānau.
Over the last year, Aratupu enjoyed the
support of many donors, among them
individuals, parishes, service organisations,
charitable trusts and NGOs, all of which
regularly open the door of Aratupu to
drop off food, milk, bread, period products,
winter bedding, toys, nappies and clothes,
to help with gardening and market days,
or to offer financial assistance to ensure
children have equitable opportunities. It’s
all done modestly, without fuss and with
little expectation of recognition.
Many Aratupu whānau receive assistance
from large government agencies.
Interactions with these agencies often
leave them feeling overwhelmed and
stripped of their confidence. Rather than
risking embarrassment by requesting extra
support, many Aratupu whānau prefer to
simply not ask, resulting in
more hungry, cold and
stressed children.
Thanks to the
community
support,
Aratupu
offers a “free
store” of
donated
goods or
financial
assistance
that enables
whānau to
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Number of children attending: 68

Whānau assisted by Whānau
Support Worker: 49
Lunches supplied = 5,500

maintain their mana without having to ask
for help or feel singled out.
The support and donations leave a lasting
impression on whānau, who often have
the unenviable task of prioritising one
financial necessity over another. For
one mother, the gift of food made the
difference between being able to feed
her family for the week or feeding only
her children. Melisa, a solo mother with
four children aged between three and 17,
says winter is an even greater challenge
than usual for many Aratupu parents
as a lot of the homes in which they live
are old, damp and draughty. Donations
mean whānau are able to get through
winter without the stress of debt to the
power company or even the risk of having
the power cut off. The obvious care of
those donating goods helped Melisa feel
supported and less alone in her struggles.
Because many whānau are isolated,
connecting with the community is
priceless. Whilst financial donations are
always of great benefit, anything else that
supports Aratupu families is welcomed,
be it food or other goods that help with
the cost of living, or time volunteered to
turn bark in the playground, read with
the children, do arts and craft, or share a
skill. We are grateful to all those people
who step up and offer support to Aratupu
whānau.

Schools and
Group Work
CMM group work programmes remained
a popular choice for referral by other
agencies over the year, despite the
disruptions that occurred as a result of
Covid-19 restrictions.
Our facilitators were able to tailor
programmes to comply with Covid-19
restrictions without diminishing the
enthusiasm of participants. During
lockdown, facilitators turned to online
means of support for those taking part
in children’s group programmes or
postponed programmes to a later date.
Once the lockdowns were lifted, facilitators
worked out how to run programmes in as
safe a manner as possible, helping allay
fears of participants hesitant to come
together in groups.
Our group work programmes enjoy a
strong reputation. By coming together
in groups, be it children, women or
men, participants enjoy a unique way of
expressing themselves and of learning.
Group work is an excellent chance for
participants to not only learn new coping
techniques but to see that they are not
alone in their challenges.

A participant of one Woman Wise
course came with mental health issues
and having been a substance addict
for a period of time. Her self-worth and
confidence had been lost. From the first
session, she was inspired to start making
changes for herself. The second session, on
self-esteem, motivated her to establish a
routine and tackle major tasks regularly. By
week four, she had started aqua jogging
with all the women from the group which
continued after the programme had
ended. She described the course as lifechanging.
Demand for our group programmes
routinely exceeds the philanthropic
funding raised to run them. Group
programmes are extremely cost-effective,
given the high ratio of attendees to
facilitators and that participants, in effect,
become teachers to one another.
Demand for Mana Ake services and
independently contracted schools work
reflected the challenges many whānau
experienced due to the complexity of
life, including Covid impacts and the
cost of living. Over the year the team
supported tamariki in 100 schools to
deal with often significant emotional and
practical challenges arising from cost of
living increases, worsening inflation and
disruptions to normal life caused by Covid.

This year, we were pleased to reinstate the
ACES children’s group programme after a
lapse of several years. ACES helps children
manage the separation of parents, a sensitive
topic that means only a small number of
children can participate in each programme.
Wise-Up is one of our long-running group
programmes for tamariki. It offers
games and activities that allow
Children and adult
children to learn, connect and
groups: 119 participants
practise social skills.

Mana Ake:
100 schools, 271 clients
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Building
Community
CMM has a long and cherished role
supporting Neighbours Day Aotearoa,
the 10-day celebration of all things
neighbourly held each March. Since its
inception in 2009, the objective has been
to bring neighbours together through
gatherings, special events or other
neighbourly acts in a bid to improve
community spirit.
CMM’s values and strategic aim to build
stronger neighbourhoods in which all
people have the opportunity to participate
and contribute match those of Neighbours
Day Aotearoa. Connected communities
can provide solutions to their needs. There
is huge benefit to neighbours knowing
each other, keeping connected, helping
each other, and giving a friendly wave.
Over the last couple of years, Covid-19
has made the need for neighbourliness
arguably greater than ever. This year, the
theme was food focused. CMM asked
staff to submit their favourite recipes,
which resulted in a CMM Kai Connections
cookbook. Ironically, more neighbourhood
activities happened nationally this year as
Covid-19 prevented bigger events taking
place, so encouraging local connections
instead. Since its inception, thousands
of individuals, organisations, local
governments and businesses have brought
neighbours together through Neighbours
Day Aotearoa.
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Another area of strong community
involvement is the CMM partnership
community workers (PCW) service funded
by Pegasus Heath. Over the year, the two
PCWs helped over 200 people obtain
healthcare or put them on the path to
improved mental and physical wellbeing.
This short-term service aims to ensure
people alienated from the health system
or who are missing out on care are given
the support they need.
The environment has been made more
trying by the difficulty enrolling in a GP
practice, particularly for people who are
transient or have no permanent address.
In these situations, the PCWs not only help
vulnerable people find GP surgeries but
work with them to meet any short-term
needs. Much of the work of the PCWs
involves putting clients in touch with other
agencies or arranging practical assistance
to resolve an issue.
One new client recently moved to New
Zealand from Australia with his mother.
A brain injury in childhood had resulted
in numerous cognitive conditions. CMM’s
PCW put him in touch with disability
support services, which have enabled
them to thrive. He has since joined a
group, attended outings, and is more
socially connected.

34 families and 101 children
impacted by the Kidshub in
Linwood

Connecting East: over 110
people participating in
Wellbeing New Brighton
initiative

Social
Services
This year we have introduced new services
alongside the effective support our team
of social workers and psychologists
provide to families. We are proud to have
highly qualified and skilled practitioners
who apply best practice across all the
work they do.
One new initiative has been our Supported
Accommodation Service that provides
young people who are leaving state care
with housing and wraparound support.
Moving to live independently can be a
tricky time for many young people, but
those leaving care face even greater
challenges often due to their experiences
while in state care and their lack of wider
family support. Our service provides them
with safe and healthy housing as well as
youth workers to support them to learn
the skills they need to live independently
and to meet their goals such as gaining
employment or training.
Another area of expansion has been the
development of Kahu Matarau – a new
service working in the East of Christchurch
which works with families in a new
intensive way so that children are safe and
thriving. It means we are going to families
at the times and places that work for them
and offering as many hours of support as
they need. Our workers focus on what the
family wants to achieve including helping
with practical support.

In the last year the Social Services team
supported 550 families working with the
parents, children and young people.

Supported 16 young people
transitioning out of state care
into supported housing
We assisted 308 individual
people/families for budgeting
support/financial mentoring.
We also have a new development from
our Building Financial Capability Mentors
who are piloting an Incentive Saver
programme. This provides financial literacy
education while also encouraging people
to start a regular saving habit. If they are
successful in their saving we provide a
bonus by matching dollar for dollar their
savings up to $500.
The successful collaboration with the
Christchurch City Council has continued
this year with several great initiatives.
Firstly, through the Mayor’s Welfare Fund
we have accessed funding for 21 children
to receive specialist assessments and
supports such as for difficulties with
learning or social skills. In addition, the
Mayor’s Welfare Fund also provided 24
families with food vouchers to get them
through the expensive Christmas period.
We have also partnered with the Council’s
SwimSmart swimming lessons to provide
61 children with free swimming lessons
and togs.
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37 households were supported
in transitional housing, with an
average stay of 43 weeks
112 homes owned and 23 leased
by CMM are used for long term
housing for whānau and older
people in Christchurch

Community
Housing
Christchurch
The number of households supported
by the Housing Division of CMM has
continued to grow in the last 12 months.
Wesley Village now includes 57 social and
affordable housing units for older people,
as well as Whare Tiaki, a shared living
home for kaumātua, which celebrated its
five-year anniversary in August 2022.
CMM continues to provide a transitional
housing service in Christchurch to 23
households at any one time. Our team
of social workers, support workers and
tenancy managers work closely with the
whānau to build skills to manage a longterm home in the future.
The Sustaining Tenancies service is nearing
the end of its second year, with over 100
households having been supported by
CMM to sustain their tenancy, or in some
instances, move to another home that
better meets their need. CMM Social
Workers work in innovative and practical
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ways with Sustaining Tenancies clients to
create pathways to a range of support.
Our portfolio of social housing for whānau
has recently been boosted, by partnering
with Home Foundation to lease 14 newly
constructed terraced houses. The houses
are part of a housing development in
Broomfield which scatters social and
affordable housing alongside housing
offered at full market price. Our whānau
are delighted to be making these modern
warm, dry houses their long-term homes.
The homes have been built to Homestar
7 standards, meaning they are healthy,
efficient and sustainable.
Our housing development in Richmond
is flourishing – 37 tamariki living there are
making the most of the spacious grounds,
community house and playground that
was installed early in 2022. Ventilation
systems were added into the homes in
June 2022, with immediate benefits to the
health of the whānau living there.
CMM is now partnering with St Marks
Parish in Somerfield to develop social
housing on the site adjacent to their
church. Four one-bedroom and two
two-bedroom units are planned,
meaning a mixed cohort of whānau
and older persons will be housed there.
Construction of this exciting development
will commence in early 2023.

Housing
First
Housing First Ōtautahi celebrated
supporting a total of 123 kaewa in
housing for more than 12 months, as well
as finding houses for more new kaewa.

from home with work in the office.
Because each group had been assigned
work vehicles, they could still carry out
the daily visits with their kaewa. We were
pleased to ensure services to kaewa
continued with as little interruption as
possible.

We celebrated many other achievements,
including the start of the He Manu Pīrere
process, in which we support kaewa who
are now able to sustain their tenancies
independently to exit the service.

Relations with other organisations went
from strength to strength over the
year. Our service values the work we do
alongside service providers with specialist
areas of care and support, such as mental
health services, rehabilitation agencies,
alcohol and other drug services, medical
and counselling services and employment
agencies, both local and national.

We highlighted World Homelessness
Day in October with a display in
Cathedral Square, showing the stages
of homelessness and the steps taken to
bring dignity and support to our kaewa. In
doing so, we captured a lot of foot traffic
and had the chance to inform Cantabrians
about our work. The display was as much
an opportunity to dispel myths concerning
homelessness.

Moving on from the red traffic light, we
made a connection with Otago University’s
Māori/Indigenous Health Innovation
unit, which researches, teaches and
offers community service in response to
supporting Māori health advancement.
They ran vaccination clinics to help
tackle the spread of Covid-19 within our
communities and were very welcoming of
our kaewa.

The year was not without its challenges.
From the time of the February lockdown
until Anzac weekend, the team divided
itself into groups to create a safer working
environment, alternating between working

Our kaimahi (workers) and our community
development worker set up The
Commons, an initiative to help direct our
kaewa to community services. One such
service is that offered by Orange Sky, a
mobile laundry service for people to wash
their clothing. While waiting, volunteers
from the service offer kaewa an ear to
listen. Other extensions of our service
include offering food, musical instruments
to play, art supplies, as well as laughter
and advice.

245 people housed in
Ōtautahi
123 kaewa housed for
over one year
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Blenheim,
Nelson,
West Coast
As the housing crisis in Blenheim
continues unabated, the CMM team
provides transitional housing and cares
for an increasing number of homeless
individuals and whānau in the local
community.
Unfortunately, 25% of households in
transitional housing have been on the
social housing wait list for more than 12
months due to the housing shortage.
Housing First has extended its service to
cover all of Marlborough rather than just
Blenheim.
Some 54 kaewa (those experiencing
long-term homelessness) have now been
housed by Housing First Blenheim since
the programme began, with a large
percentage of those remaining in their
housing. Two more kaewa graduated from
the programme during the year.
The Sustaining Tenancies programme
continues and this targeted support
resulted in over 31 vulnerable households
who were at risk of losing their tenancy
keeping their houses or finding new
housing that better meets their needs.
Looking ahead, CMM has purchased
land in central Blenheim designated for
long-term social housing for whānau and
individuals.
Strong relationships and new ways of
working with other support service
providers are key to our ongoing success.
Through the year we’ve expanded this
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77 households supported
in transitional housing in
Blenheim, with an average
stay of 39 weeks
Over 500 households supported
in emergency housing in motels
in Blenheim, Nelson and the
West Coast
41 flats and houses leased
by CMM in Blenheim to
provide long-term housing for
individuals and whānau
network and embedded a process to
include Manu Ora as a third-party referrer.
Manu Ora is a general practice that
provides culturally appropriate primary
health care aimed at Māori and vulnerable
communities in Wairau.
Up to 40 people who were homeless
at any one time were supported
in emergency accommodation in
Greymouth, Hokitika, Westport and Nelson.
Linking clients to the support services
available to them in their community is
a key part of the role of our navigators,
alongside their work to assist people with
their personal housing search.
It is notable that in these regions
an increasing number of people are
coping with significant health issues in
combination with their challenges to
sustain housing.
There’s a substantial, and hidden, housing
shortage in Te Tau Ihu and construction
certainly is nowhere near keeping up with
housing demand.

WesleyCare
A sense of community and genuine
relationships with our residents were
particularly important this year.
Smiling interactions and social
connections buoyed the spirits of the
residents at WesleyCare during a year
significantly affected by Covid-19. The
professional and compassionate care
of the residents shone through in
challenging times. The staff cannot be
thanked enough for their dedication and
reliability.
Staff members had to isolate when
someone in their own household was ill.
They made taking a RAT test before every
shift an ordinary part of life and wore
masks as second nature. These things,
and competently donning and doffing
personal protection equipment (PPE),
became routine.
Our team’s commitment to the residents
strengthened under pressure. Behind the
scenes they juggled rosters and worked
extra hours to ensure things ran smoothly
and to protect residents from infection.
Every day the staff bring the CMM mission
and values to life and we are very proud of
them.
Socialising is important for everyone’s
mental and physical wellbeing and helping
the residents to maintain their family
connections was a key success. Face-to-face
catch-ups are always preferable, but it was
great to use technology to enable residents
to keep in touch and avoid feeling isolated

during visiting restrictions. Skype calls were
organised and many emails with family
photos and news were received for us to
share.
The rarity of community get-togethers
through the year meant when they did
take place, they were very popular, and
the music rang through the corridors.
Our practice to celebrate occasions with
decorative displays in the lifts took on
increased significance when restrictions
affected our activities. Each time we lifted
restrictions it was rewarding to see the
residents back together. We were also
privileged to share in the 100th birthday
celebrations of two ladies.
Whatever the circumstances, our diverse
team of registered nurses, healthcare
assistants and allied staff is united in their
responsibility of care for our residents.
During the year we have increased the
number of rooms with specialised medical
equipment as needs continue to rise.
The improvements were made possible
through the continued support of the
Manchester Unity Welfare Trust Board and
families of former WesleyCare residents.
We’re focused on developing more suites
of this kind.

36,458 bed nights for
older people.
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Thank you

We wished a happy retirement to
one of our long-time community
development workers, Anne Gibling,
who leaves an inspiring legacy of
supporting communities to flourish
over 15 years at CMM.

A huge thank you to our board members
for their leadership and commitment:
Pam Sharpe (Chair)
Martin Hadlee (Chair of the Finance sub-Committee)
Andrew Hercus
David Caygill
Rev. Andrew Donaldson
Roz Wilkie
Sela Sikaleti
Sarah Kelleher
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We’re incredibly grateful for all
our supporters, volunteers and
staff who are an essential part
of the Christchurch Methodist
Mission team.

One of WesleyCare’s longest serving
Health Care Assistants, Louise Cripps,
retired after 37 incredible years
making a difference in the lives of
residents.

Thank you to all of the generous people
who donated towards our Covid-19
Home Care Kits appeal, ensuring the
people we support had access to
essential healthcare items to keep
their whānau safe and healthy during
Covid-19 isolation.

We’re grateful for the longstanding
support of the St John Moraia Fijian
Church, who kindly donate food every
week for the people we support.

Bill Elderton generously donated
a range of children’s books for the
community house library at our Guild
Street Housing Community.
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Where our operating income of $20.00m came from:
%

$m

43%

8.70

28%

5.70

20%

4.04

4%

0.77

3%

0.66

1%

0.14

Total

20.00

%

$m

50%

9.43

Where our operating costs of $18.81m came from:

23%

4.37

17%

3.20

7%

1.30

3%

0.52

Total

18.81

For the year ended 30th June 2022 we received
grants from these generous trusts and funders:
Central South Island Synod

Philip Brown Fund

Christchurch City Council

Rātā Foundation

Farina Thompson Charitable Trust

Sister Rona Fund

Jones Foundation

The David Ellison Charitable Trust

Lottery Grants Board

The Tindall Foundation

Manchester Unity Welfare Trust Board

Twigger Women’s Refuge Endowment Fund

Maurice Carter Charitable Trust

Wayne Francis Charitable Trust

Methodist Church of NZ General Secretary
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325 individual
donors made
one or more
donations
throughout the
year

We received a gift
from 16 people who
kindly remembered
the Christchurch
Methodist Mission
in their Will

The operating income and costs shown above
have been taken from the financial statements
of the Christchurch Methodist Central Mission
(the “Mission”) for the year ended 30 June
2022. In addition to the operating income,
the Mission received non-operating income of
$0.2m from bequests, interest on designated
funds and grants for capital projects. Mission

389 children and
233 adults received
Christmas hampers
through Support a
Family 2021

funds (assets less liabilities) total $38.6m of
which $33.9m comprises property, plant and
equipment.
The full financial statements, including an
unqualified audit opinion, for the year ended
30 June 2022 are available on request from
the Mission.
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Charity Service Registration CC30787

A just and inclusive society in which
all people flourish.

To promote and enhance the dignity of
all people through:
• Providing compassionate care, support and
empowerment of those most vulnerable in
our community
• Building communities, neighbourhoods and
a wider society that are fair and inclusive
• Challenging injustice and promoting hope
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